DIRECTIONS FOR KNITTING WRISTLETS.

1. Use either the 72 or 80 needle cylinder and 3/12 yarn for medium weight or 3/16 yarn for light weight wristlets. Set the work up on every other needle just as you would when making the ribbed top of a hose.

2. Make a selvedge in the usual way and knit about 5 inches of ribbed knitting.

3. Transfer the ribber stitches to cylinder needles put in the empty slots just the same as you would if you were going to knit the plain leg of a hose. Remove the Ribbing Attachment and knit 4 rounds of plain knitting.

4. Break the yarn, turn the knitting off the machine and press the wristlet with a damp cloth and hot iron until it is thoroughly dry so the stitches will not ravel easily.

5. Ravel the knitting back until just one round of the plain knitting remains. Break the yarn about 12 inches from the knitting, thread the end through a needle and draw this yarn through each loop all the way around. Stretch the knitting out as far as possible and fasten the end of the yarn into the knitting and the wristlet is completed.